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A NOTE FROM PRESIDENT G. RUFFNER PAGE, JR.

Working Together On Innovative Ways  

To Deliver Our Most Valuable Resource

McWANEthe way

n April, McWane’s Digital Task Force (DTF) held its second annual meeting in 
Atlanta. The main focus of the meeting was environmental, health, and safety data 
applications of the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT). The topics included how it 

can help support existing systems, and ways in which to implement new functionality.

At the meeting, McWane’s President, Ruffner Page, stressed how important the DTF 
is to the overall McWane Industrial IoT strategy. Also in attendance was Microsoft 
representative, Tim Smith. Tim talked about how the Industrial IoT is changing the 
competitive landscape with new technologies like artificial intelligence and blockchain— 
a new cutting-edge technology designed to reimagine key business processes.

Led by Avanade, a consulting group that specializes in new product development, team 
members from corporate, technology and manufacturing met in break-out sessions to 
brainstorm about how to work more efficiently through data utilization and analysis. 
Through hard work, creativity, and great ideas, the sessions resulted in many actionable 
new product ideas.

Rod Reisner and Vic Modic will take the feedback from the DTF, and, working 
with our technology companies and partners, develop practical solutions to the EHS 
opportunities highlighted by the attendees.

Thank you to everyone who attended. We look forward to seeing these exciting new  
ideas in action!

hrough the years we have worked hard to make 
our plants and communities better places to work 
by making them both safer and environmentally 

sustainable. I have written about our efforts to continually 
improve our culture to better support all team members at work 
and at home. I am pleased to report that we have seen these 

efforts pay off as our businesses have become stronger and more efficient while producing the 
quality products our customers have come to expect. In this message I’d like to celebrate and 
focus on those involved in the next step of our products’ cycle—the sales and marketing team 
members who travel, solve problems and work hard to deliver our products to the market.

As we approach the crest of the economic cycle, our businesses have experienced cost 
increases in excess of price increases. In fact, in 2018 McWane’s business gross profit as a 
percentage of sales, our gross profit margin, fell. Our gross profit margin declines when 
the costs of our raw materials, transportation, and the conversion of the raw material into 
finished products, all increase faster than our selling prices. For example, at Manchester 
Tank, steel prices rose last year 33% from $619 to $828 per ton in the US (per Focus 
Economics). Also, steel scrap rose from $200 to $350 per ton between September 2017 
and September 2018, a 75% increase.  

Since last year, our sales and marketing teams at all our business groups have focused on 
how to recover these rising costs from our customers while remaining competitive in the 
marketplace. These efforts often lead to higher prices, which in some cases tend to strain 
our relationships with customers. However, our customers must understand that we are 
in this together—unless manufacturers are financially strong, their sources of supply 
are at risk, and so are they. And it is not easy for our sales and marketing team members 
to communicate that message. But they are doing an excellent job and working hard to 
sustain our businesses. 

We have reduced our costs over the past decade by becoming more efficient in our 
manufacturing processes through continuous improvement projects. Service levels of on 
time delivery and quality are measured by every one of our businesses. I have asked each 
operating plant to provide a quarterly report on these metrics. The good news for our 
sales team is that our response times for delivery meet or exceed industry averages for all 
our businesses. Our sales teams work closely with our manufacturing teams to schedule 
production to ensure we continue this high level of service to our customers.

Some customers ask us if increases in production volumes in our plants reduce our costs. 
They assume that adding a second shift would reduce our costs. We do add additional 
team members when demand requires so that we can meet our customers’ needs. For 
example, we have increased our total team members by 556 over the last two years. 
However, it is incorrect for our customers to assume this necessarily reduces our costs per 
unit. A second shift can increase our costs because of second shift wage premiums, the 
need to recruit and train new team members who are not familiar with our operations and 
moving maintenance to third shift or even deferring maintenance. Our sales and marketing 
teams are asked to explain these economics to our customers. They do a great job year after 
year. Still, satisfying a customer who needs our products but does not understand why they 
are costing more to manufacture, is a challenge for our sales teams across the company. 
If we do not charge a fair, appropriate price for our water works products (pipe, valves, 
fittings, hydrants), our plumbing products (pipe, fittings, couplings), our steel tank products 
(LPG, air receivers, storage tanks), and our fire protection products (fire extinguishers, 
pre-engineered systems, kitchen systems), then we will not have the financial resources to 
invest in training team members, environmental health and safety performance, capital 
improvements, maintenance, and expansion. All these investments are required to not only 
sustain our business operations but also to satisfactorily service our customers and the end 
users of our products in communities across the United States and other countries, now 
and for years to come.

Our business has a critical purpose in sustaining the quality of life every American expects 
and every citizen outside of the US envies. What we make—products for water and 
wastewater distribution, fire protection, and heating and cooking—is not optional for a 
civilized society. When we are facing long hours, tough decisions, and hard conversations 
with customers, please remember what each of you do is serving a greater purpose. We 
make the systems that provide safe drinking water. We provide the products that keep 
sanitary sewer systems functioning and keep our communities healthy. We heat homes 
and provide propane for businesses. And we protect the homes, businesses, and property 
of our customers across this great country and internationally. Thank you to each of 
our team members, both hourly and salaried, for your individual contributions to our 
purpose. It is certainly one I am proud of and hope you are as well.

And to our sales and marketing teams in each of our operating businesses, thank you 
for your commitment to both our customers and our team members producing these 
important, life sustaining products. 

McWane’s Digital Task Force discusses the Industrial IoT
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Retirements

Bill Marshall retires from 
Corporate Legal Team

n May 1st, Alexander Joseph Marshall, III, 
or Bill, as his friends call him, retired from 
McWane after 16 years in the Corporate 

Legal Department. Bill came to McWane in 2003 
from Maynard, Cooper & Gale, and used his 
knowledge and expertise to help with contracts, 
antitrust questions, international and domestic 
compliance issues and record retention. 

While Bill has spent most of his life practicing law, his true love and passion  
is music.  He is a professional guitarist and songwriter who has played with and 
opened concerts for acts as diverse as Charlie Daniels, John Prine, Alabama, the 
Allman Brothers, Jimmy Buffett and Foreigner. He recently celebrated the forty-
fifth anniversary of the Locust Fork Band with a concert at Birmingham’s WorkPlay 
Theatre, and he can be found most Mondays playing jazz at the Crestwood Tavern 
with the Birmingham Nouveau Reinhardt Group. For the last several years he 
has spent as much time as possible in France and plans to spend more time there, 
traveling and playing jazz manouche guitar with the locals. “Bill has been a great 
friend and teammate,” said Jim Proctor, McWane’s general counsel. “Over the 
years he has been a terrific resource for McWane, and we will all miss him greatly.”

Au revoir, Bill. Nous vous souhaitons une longue et heureuse retraite.

Jim Loos retires from  
McWane Ductile  

fter a 38-1/2 year career, Jim Loos retired 
from the McWane Ductile foundry in his 
home town, Coshocton, Ohio. His long and 

storied career began at Clow Water Systems (now 
McWane Ductile) in 1981. The young husband and 
father of two found himself unemployed following 
a layoff. That’s when Clow gave him a job that 
eventually turned into a lifelong career. “If you 
worked for Clow in those days, everybody felt sorry for you,” Jim said. “But I didn’t 
have any college, and it was my honor to finally be able to get that job.”

Jim started in the labor pool as a bell grinder. Over the next several years, he held 
other hourly positions in the same department. At that time, a lot of changes 
were taking place after McWane acquired Clow Water—changes that renewed 
his faith in the company. These continued improvements encouraged Jim to stay, 
and he eventually became a group leader—progressing through the pipe foundry 
as the finishing foreman, cement line foreman, pipe shop foreman and general 
foreman, plant superintendent, maintenance manager, finishing superintendent 
and shipping superintendent. Jim instituted the continuous improvement program 
and finished his career as the CI Manager. Additionally, Jim had the honor of 
working on Tom Crawford’s leadership team as the Sr. Strategic Manager.

When reflecting on his time at McWane Ductile, Jim said, “The opportunities at 
McWane are endless if you do the right thing, treat people with respect, hold them 
accountable, and let them take ownership over their job—even for a guy like me 
who only has a high school education.” 

Jim has been a leader at work and in the Coshocton community his entire life.  He 
plans to do some coaching and continue to mentor the team members he met at 
McWane whenever possible. Jim said, “God pulled me through it all for a reason, 
and that reason is to coach and mentor other people.” 

Jim is a testament to the great things that can happen to those following the 
principals within the McWane Way. From all of us at McWane, thank you for 
everything, Jim! 

Leon McCullough retires  
from the Valve & Hydrant Group

eam members came together for a blowout 
retirement party for Leon McCullough, 
Executive Vice President of the Valve & 

Hydrant group, who retired on March 31, 2019. 

Leon enjoyed a distinguished career at McWane that 
spanned more than 45 years. After graduating from 
college in 1973, he interviewed with Sales Manager 
T.L. Johnson at McWane Cast Iron Pipe Company in Birmingham, Alabama, and 
was offered a job on the spot. A year later, he married his wife Dorothy and shortly 
thereafter relocated to Indianapolis, Indiana, as a Sales Representative. Over the 
next 20 years, Leon and Dorothy would move six more times as Leon pursued an 
exemplary sales career that took him from Indiana to Alabama, Missouri to Ohio, 
and, finally, Utah to Oskaloosa, Iowa.

When asked what he would take away from his time at McWane, Leon said it 
would be his pride in, and evolution of, the products we make. “Back in ‘73, we 
were producing two-inch and two and a quarter-inch pipe when nobody else 
was making that size because it was difficult to make,” he said. “Today, we not 
only manufacture world class pipe, valves and fittings, we continue to forge new 
ground, making a 96-inch rotating disc gate valve at Kennedy Valve, and McWane 
ductile-iron utility poles. Our processes have evolved as our businesses have 
evolved. Today M&H Valve supplies rubber coated wedges to all McWane valve 
and hydrant divisions, eliminating the need for an outside vendor. Our processes, 
along with our company, have expanded from the legacy businesses to the metal 
fabrication and technology industries.”

Des Moines, Iowa, will be Leon and Dorothy’s “home base,” but they plan to do 
some traveling starting in August when they take a River Cruise from Zurich to 
Amsterdam. Their oldest daughter, Meagan Corcoran, also lives in Des Moines, 
and their youngest daughter, Morgen Calgaard, lives in Denver, Colorado.  

We appreciate Leon’s ongoing commitment and tireless efforts to help make 
McWane the company it is today, and wish him a long and happy retirement. 

“The things I wanted to do in the future, I’ve already done in the past. I hope to be 
somewhat engaged with McWane going forward, as my wife Dorothy has made it 
abundantly clear that she is not having lunch with me every day. That, and it’s too 
much trouble to clean out my desk, and I just know I’ll continually need help from 
IT for my various gadgets.” - Leon McCullough

“I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to Leon for his dedication and 
diligence, which have been integral to the success of our valve and hydrant business. 
His innovative leadership has been an asset to the McWane team, and his impact 
on our business will be visible for years to come.” - Phillip McWane
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MTE Cemcogas  
Outstanding Environmental Progress – Fabrication

Clow Canada  
Outstanding Environmental Performance – Fabrication

Tyler Coupling 
Outstanding Health & Safety Performance

Top Quartile Award Club

Tyler Union  
Top Quartile Award Club

Clow Corona  
Top Quartile Award Club

McWane India Private Limited  
Top Quartile Award Club

McWane Gulf  
Top Quartile Award Club

M&H Valve Company  
EHS Excellence (Screaming Eagle)

Outstanding Environmental Performance – Foundry
Top Quartile Award Club

McWane Ductile Ohio  
Exemplary Environmental Achievement*

Tyler Xianxian  
Exemplary Environmental Achievement*

2018 McWane Environmental, Health & Safety Awards:

e started the McWane scholarship program to provide backing for deserving students looking to better themselves through higher 
education. To date, McWane has contributed more than $1 million to help students within the extended McWane family pursue their 
dream of a college education.   

Announcing the Winners of the 2019 McWane Scholarship

Jillian Gilchrist  
Bowdy Gilchrist – Tyler Pipe

Cheyenne Ribble   
Mervin Ribble – Kennedy Valve

Jared Hall 
William Hall – McWane Ductile Ohio

Alierra Bradford 
Bryant Bradford – M&H Valve

Monica Carrasco 
Rosalina Orantes – Anaco

Conner Soady 
Todd Soady – McWane Ductile New Jersey

Jadah Trimmer 
Jason Trimmer – McWane Ductile New Jersey

William Pauly 
Sanford Pauly – Kennedy Valve

Grayson Marlowe 
Joshua Gunning – M&H Valve

Jackson Pollard 
Jonathan Pollard – Amerex

W

*   This is a new award category introduced in 2018 and is presented to recognize a noteworthy 
achievement in furtherance of McWane’s industry leading EHS performance.



See it.
Report it.
Stop it. 
If you are aware of, or even suspect, any unethical or illegal conduct,
call the McWane Access Line at 877-231-0904 or text at 205-518-9547. 
Your report will be handled swi�ly by a neutral third party and will 
remain 100% anonymous.

At McWane, our #1 priority is your safety, but we cannot take action without 
information. �e McWane Access Line lets us con�dentially address your 
concerns—even if they’re just suspicions—in a discrete and timely manner. 

Your con�dential report will be instantly submitted for review, and you will 
be able to anonymously send and receive messages concerning your report. 
McWane will investigate each report swi�ly, thoroughly, and fairly.

877-231-0904
������ � � ��� � � � � � ��

THE MCWANE ACCESS LINE IS:

 •    100% ANONYMOUS
 •    AVAILABLE 24/7
 •    EASY-TO-USE
 •    FAST
 •    HERE TO HELP
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very year, we award 10 scholarships to help children of McWane team 
members pursue a college education. Administered by the Community 
Foundation of Greater Birmingham, eligible students are encouraged 

to visit cfbham.com to fi ll out an application in the hopes of being selected. 

2018 marked an amazing year for the scholarship, and we’re pleased to report 
that there were 60 eligible applicants this year. 

� e winners of the 2018 McWane Scholarship are:
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ime and time again, Futurecom has delivered not only on the quality 
of their products, but in the logistical management of their business. 
Last year saw the highest shipments in their 26-year history, a record 

that allowed them to easily exceed their sales targets.

But these improvements in effi  ciency aren’t hindering their focus on 
innovation.  Futurecom has introduced the PDR8000 Portable Digital 
Repeater to their RF coverage solution portfolio. � is innovative device 
provides local on-scene P25 portable radio coverage, and was engineered 
with special ops and security detail teams in mind. 

� ey have also taken over the production, support and ongoing 
development of the Siren and Lights Interface Module (SLIM) sold 
worldwide by Motorola Solutions. � e SLIM module is a small device that 
interfaces between third party sirens and Motorola APX™ mobile two-way 
radios, systematically allowing for greater communication when it matters 
the most. � ank you to all Futurecom team members for their hard work 
and dedication.  

When fi rst responders need RF Coverage, they bring Futurecom. 

t 90-years-young, James “Sonny” Conaway still recalls in great detail his 
many memories during his 55-year career at what is now Tyler Union 
Foundry. Or, as he points out, “55 years, 2 months and 25 days.” Earlier 

this year he shared some of those memories during a visit with Phillip McWane 
and Ruff ner Page.

Sonny’s fi rst job was as a short order cook in the plant commissary. After four 
weeks, his ambitions led him to the foundry as a “fl unky” (a plant nickname for a 
helper), because, in his words, “It paid a nickel more an hour.” It was only a short 
time later when Sonny found his true home-away-from home in the personnel 
department. It was here that he would spend his next 54 years working until his 
retirement in 1993. His fi rst retirement that is. 

In 2004, Tyler Union’s HR manager needed some additional help, eventually 
calling Sonny and asking him to come back for a short 30-day stint. � at short 
stint lasted 8 years until he retired for the second, and fi nal time, in 2012. 

Remarkably, during his 55-year, 2-month, and 25-day-long career, Sonny only 
missed 20 days of work. When asked about what he attributes this work ethic to, 
he said, “I’m dedicated to what I believe in.” � at same dedication can be seen 
throughout other aspects in his life, like his commitment to his church. In more 
than 50 years, he has only missed three Sundays.

Outside of work, Sonny’s true passion is as unique as he is—horseshoe pitching. 
To pass the time during lunch breaks, he started a horseshoe pitching club at Tyler 
Union. And, as with most things in his life, he was fully committed. He eventually 

joined the Alabama Horseshoe Pitchers Association in 1980, and was inducted into 
its Half of Fame in 1999. In 2004, he was ranked 20th in the nation in his age 
group and was recently nominated for the Calhoun County Sports Hall of Fame.

And though he says his induction is unlikely given the stiff  competition from other 
more well-known sports, he’s certainly a dead ringer for a spot in the McWane Hall 
of Fame.

From all of us at McWane, we’d like to thank James “Sonny” Conaway for his 
unwavering commitment, and his true embodiment of the McWane Way.  

Sonny Conaway: Hard work and horseshoes 
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am writing to give you an update on the state of our businesses, the U.S. 
economy, and what to expect for the rest of 2018.

All our businesses have experienced cost pressures due to higher commodity 
prices. � at plus higher costs for energy, freight, and healthcare have made it 
necessary for us to raise prices for our customers. In some industries these price 
increases take months to realize due to the project nature of the business and 
competitive pressures. Good news is that volume demand has increased, which 
helps our costs and provides overtime opportunities for our team members.

To me, it feels like the U.S. economy is in the typical late stage of expansion. In 
every cycle, we see a run up in our commodity raw materials costs at the end of 
a growth phase. Sort of the last growth spurt that causes infl ation to take root. 
What usually follows are rising interest rates to slow the economy to keep it 
from “overheating,” which we are beginning to see as well.

During these good times it is important for all of us to remember a couple 
pieces of good advice. 

 Bad habits are usually formed in good times. 

� is applies to all our businesses and every one of our team members. Higher 
volumes tend to prevent us from addressing maintenance and cost savings 
opportunities. Either we literally do not have the time for these maintenance 
needs that are causing increased downtime, or they are hard to see in our 
fi nancial and operating reports. As maintenance falls behind, we see a short-
term reduction in spending but a longer-term increase in downtime, increasing 
our future costs. 

 � ere is no such thing as a Free Lunch.

� ere’s always payback when we neglect maintenance. � e catchup phase is 
usually more expensive than if we addressed the causes sooner.  Also, there are 
always consequences of team member overtime as well. Initially it is a great 
thing for everyone. We service our customers better as a result of our team 
being willing to work overtime. � ank you to everyone for your commitment. 
However, we run the risk of higher injuries involving our team members.

Finally in our personal lives, with more overtime earnings to take home, it is 
easy to think the good times will last forever. Planning for less robust economic 
times is the wise thing to do for each and every one of us.

Let’s enjoy the good times and take advantage of them in our business and 
personal lives. But remember that the U.S. economy and our businesses are 
cyclical. What goes around comes around.

Sales and Innovation 
Spell Success for 
Futurecom

Announcing the Winners of the 2018 McWane Scholarship

Hannah Frank 
Duane Frank

Tianna Voelkert 
Camilla Voelkert

Isabella Zornes 
Rodney Zornes

Taylor Thorington 
John Thorington

Alyssa Tedrow 
William Tedrow

Dolores 
Ortiz-Rodriguez 
Delores Martinez

Danica Butler 
Brett Butler

Juliana Ortega 
Juan Ortega

Calee Cameron
Joshua Cameron

 Adriana 
Rabearivelo 
Reddy Rabearivelo
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Congratulations to this year’s winners. We wish you, and everyone who applied, the best of luck as you continue your education.
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